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Participants to the Parton Distributions Work Group description of high energy phenomena, [3] most mod-
were: J. Blfimlein, R. Brock, M. Donckeski, B. Fletcher, ern applications of the QCD parton model require the
G. Fanourakis, S. Keller, S. Mani, S. Mishra, F. Olness, quantitative features and the internal consistency of
J. Owens, J. Pumplin, J.W. Qiu, P. l%atcliffe, G. Schuler, at least the next-to-leading (NLO) accuracy. Unfortu-
M. Shaevitz, and W.K. Tung nately, the NLO formalism contains non-trivial features

unfamiliar to many users of the parton model. Most
Abstract of these unusual features stem from the unavoidable

Activities of the structure functions and parton distri- scheme dependence of both the calculable hard scatter-
butions group is summarized. The impact of scheme- ing cross-sections and the parton distributions, reflect-
dependence of parton distributions (especially sea- ing a quantum-mechanical quark-gluon mixing effect in-
quarks and gluons) on the quantitative formulation of herent in the underlying field theory but absent in the

simple parton model. A meaningful application of thethe QCD part(. ,. ,,'odel is highlighted. Recent progress
QCD parton model requires a consistent choice of hardon the global analysis of parton distributions is summa-

rized. Issues on the proper use of the next-to-leading matrix-elements and parton distributions to ensure that
parton distributions are stressed, the physically measured cross-section is scheme inde-

pendent, as it should be. Unfortunately, this important
aspect of quantitative QCD is often overlooked in prac-

1 Introduction tice, resulting in potential confusion and incorrect use

Recent experimental and theoretical advances in hadron of the QCD parton model. We shall illustrate this prob-
physics have resulted in a need to improve our knowl- lem for the sea-quark and gluon distributions. First, we
edge of parton distributions for the purposes of: (i) need a precise statement of the problem.
precise investigations of the Standard Model; (ii) quan- Consider, for simplicity, a typical deep inelas-
titative treatments of jet physics (including W+ jets, tic scattering (DIS) process. The structure function
... etc.); and (iii) estimations of "New Physics" signals, F_(z, Q) in the Bjorken limit is given in the QCD tbr-
and identification of their backgrounds at future accel- malism by:

erators. To achieve these objectives, we must obtain: /_--l Q,1) evermore reliable quark distributions- sea-quarks as F'(x,Q) = Z d_ fa(_,#) ¢5_(_,-_ a(#)) (1)well as valence; 2) improved determinations of the gluon
distribution; and 3) knowledge on the range of possible
small-x behavior of parton distributions, where the "a" sums over parton species, _ is the frac-

tional momentum carried by the parton, fa(_, ix) is the
This report highlights progress made since the 1988

Snowmass Workshop and discusses some prominent is- parton distribution at some factorization scale ix, and
sues for'current applications of the QCD parton model. ¢b_(_-, _,ct(ix)) is the perturbatively calculable hard-
Detailed accounts of recent developments can be found parton-scal',tering structure function at the same scale p.

oJ a
in the proceedings of two recent topical conferences: The calculation of _i in NLO is renormalization schemedependentl and the separation of the LO and NLO pieces
Workshop on Hadron S_ruclure Functions and Parton depends on the factorization scale ix. Thus fa(_,ix) must
Distributions (Fermilab, April, 1990) [1] and Workshop match these dependences so that t,he measured quantity
on Parton Distribution Functions at Small-x (DESY, F_(x, Q)remains independent of"_hese features.
May, 1990) [2].

3 Tlm Strange Sea Distribution

2 Scheme-Dependence of Parton Distributions
and Quark-gluon Mixing The strange and charm quark content of the nucleonare important in quantitative applications of the par-

Although the simple parton model, valid to leading ton model. Traditionally, the simple parton model is f._

order (LO) in QCD, gives a qualitatively satisfactory applied to dimuon data (charm production) to extract
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'' ''1 '' '' I .... I'" _'I " the gluon distribution. However, the accurate de-•

0.008 _ - termination of the gluon distribution is hampered by
the absence of direct coupling between the gluon and

0.006 - } . the electro-weak bosons. Using the parameterization
G(x, Qo) = A(1 - z)_ (for some moderate Q0), various
phenomenological analyses have arrived at a rather wide

0.004 range of values for 77- encompassing hard (say, r/,,_ 4) as
well as soft (r/_ 8 - 10) distributions. To some degree,
these disparate results reflect the intrinsic difficulty of

0.002 - pinning down the gluon distribution. However, often
overlooked is an important consideration which could

0.000 . account for a good deal of the confusion. This concerns
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 the scheme.dependence of the gluon distribution. We

now show how this can affect the question of hard vs.
Figure 1: Charm production cross-section at a typical
fixed-target energy: d_/dy, in units of pb (integrated soft gluons in a substantial way.
over 0.1 < z < 0.6) Consider the difference between the same gluondistribution defined in the _ and DIS schemes[7]:

, _ (1)MS___ (1)MS,

the strange quark distribution.t4] However, as recently G-M'_(x, Q)-GDts(z,Q) = a,_q, egw2,q -t-_cgw2. a )
pointed out, this process can receive substantial contri- (3)
bution from NLO gluon-initiated hard scattering since where q8 denotes the singlet quark distribution. Super-
the gluon distribution function is considerably larger ficially, both terms on the RHS of the equation are of
than the sea-quark one. [5] one order higherin o_sthan the terms on the LHS - only

Specifically, according to Eq. (1), the F 2 structure the difference between the two is expected to be small.
function for charm production is given by: Howe_er, in reality one expects the valence quark distri-

bution to be much harder than the gluon distribution.
F_(x, Q) = S(_, Q) ® &0q + _, G(x, Q) ® ¢b2t,G(2) Thus, at large x, the quark term on the RHS can be-

+ (NLO quark and higher order terms) come just as big or even bigger than the softer of tlm two
gluon distributions on the LHS despite the extra power

The second term on the RHS can be numerically com- of an. When this happens, the hard quark distribution
parable to the first despite the factor of a,, since the can force one of the gluon distributions to become hard.
gluon distribution G(x, Q) is generally an order of mag- Therefore, we discover that a single gluon distribution
nitude larger than S(z, Q). Fig.1 shows the results of can be both hard and soft depending on the renormal-
ref. [5] on the charm production cross-section do'/dy for ization scheme chosen.

neutrino scattering due to the LO and the LO+NLO Fig.2, taken from Ref. [8], shows a comparison ofterms. We see that the NLO correction is substan-

tial (and negative). This result prompted considerable the gluon distributions of MT (set S)[8] with that of
discussion among theorists and experimentalists in the MRSB [9]. The MT-S distribution in the DIS scheme qp-
working group. On-going analyses of the new CCFR pears to be substantially different from that of MRSB at
and FMMF data will be re-assessed in light of this de- large z (by a factor of 6); however, when we transform
velopment, the former into the _ scheme, the agreement become

The NLO hard-parton structure functions &t,a and quite reasonable. (Note: the MRSB distributions are

&2tq in Eq. (3) must be renormalized, hence the results defined in the _ scheme.) Some parton distribution
depend on the renormalization scheme used. The differ- sets are defined in the DIS scheme (such as DFLM [7]
ence between the sea-quark distribution function defined and, in effect, most of the LO distributions also), some
in the commonly used _ and DIS [6] schemes consists are in the _ scheme (such as MRS and BCDMS), and

of order c_sgluon (and quark) terms very similar to those yet others are not specified by the authors. Considering
in Eq. (3). The above result illustrates that this differ- this fact, we see how unreliable it is to draw firm con-
ence can be of the same order of magnitude as the indi- clusions from simple-minded comparisons of these gluon

vidual (LO) distribution function themselves. Thus the distributions.
sea.quark distribution function is no__._well.defined unless
the relevant scheme is also specified. 5 Status of Global Analyses of Parton Distri-

butions

4 The Gluon Distribution Th_ report of the working group on Structure Func.

The cross-sections for exploring "new physics" and for tions and Parton Distributions of the 1988 Snowmass
calculating "QCD backgrounds" depend sensitively on Workshop[10] established a framework for global anal-
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_' is quite uncertain, and the shape of the gluon distri-

t 101 F ___. ___ ___ .__ butionis still asubject of much controversy. Potential
improvements on these open questions will come from

: continuing work on the following fronts:
100

• on the strange sea will result from NLO QCD analysis of
, mQ_ _

10"1 [-- "_"'::.'t,,. -.] the latest di-muon data in neutrino scattering. [°] Like-

i ,. ,o_,

MT-S DIS wise, a detailed study of di-muon final states in muon
deep inelastic scattering should furnish information on

10"2 _ MT.S MS.Bar...J -_._ the charm (and gluon) content of the nucleon.

o Direct Photon Production in Fixed. Target and Collider
Experiments: With improved theoretical understanding

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 of the issues that pertain to the reliable phenomenologi-
cal analysis of data, [12] results from the new fixed-target

Figure 2: Comparison of xG(x) of MRSB to MT-S in experiments (e.g. E706 at Fermilab) and the collider
the DIS scheme and to the same but converted to the experiments (CDF, UA2) will be studied extensively to

scheme, investigate the gluon distribution.

o W-, Z-p_vduction at the Colliders: These cross-
yses of parton distributions. This framework addressed sections (and their ratios) can be useful in differen-
both theoretical and experimental considerations, and
formed the basis of a continuing project on the deter- tinting u- and d-quarks, and can be sensitive to the
mination of parton distributions which produced the charm content of the proton, li4] Recently, Halzen and

Keller assessed the potential of current and planned
first results this year.[8] This current analysis incorpo- collider measurements in the determina_,ion of parton
rates all recent high statistics DIS muon- and neutrino-
scattering and lepton-pair production (Drell-Yan) data. distributions. [15] They emphasized the usefulness of the
In addition to paying close attention to relevant exper- expected results from CDF from the next _cheduled run.
[mental factors (such as systematic errors, effects due o Lepton-Pair Production (Drell-Yah) fro'n the Collider:.
to kinematic cuts, ... etc.), this global analysis presents The rapidity and di-lepton mass distributions for Drell-
parton distributions (referred to as MT sets in Sec.3) in Yan processes places important constraints on _parton
both the _ and DIS schemes; and, it defines a compact, distribution analyses. [8] These quantities, when mea-
smooth parametrization which leads to natural and safe sured at the current collider experiments, will be ex-
extrapolations in both variables, (x, Q). tremely sensitive to the small-x behavior of the parton

Direct-photon production data have not been in- distributions. [16,8]
cluded in this analysis, so far, because of unresolved
theoretical and experimental issues such as: uncertain- 6 Some Remarks on the Use of Parton Distri-
ties in photon fragmentation functions, isolation criteria butions

for the photon, and sensitivity to the choice of factoriza- This working group also discussed many issues concern-
tion scale. [11] However, considerable progress was made ing the proper use (and frequent misuse) of existing par-
at this workshop on clarifying a'ome of these issues.li2] ton distributions in practical applications. It is noted

Therefore, work has already begun to incorporate the that the progress of our field will be advanced riot only
fixed-target direct photon data into the global fit. by continued improvements in the determination of the

Parallel work on global analyses of parton distri- parton distributions, but also by the correct and consis-
butions by the widely known MRS group have recently tent use of these distributions. In the following, we list

been extended to include the direct photon data, [13] the more important issues of concern.

using the existing program ofAurenche et al. [11] Appli- o Low Q2 Extrapolation and Higher.Twist Effects: Ali
cations of these new distributions have been explored existing parton distribution analyses have been done
extensively by the same group for a wide range of within the twist-2 sector of perturbative QCD frame-
processes. [13] work. To ensure the relevancy of the formalism, Q2

In spite of extensive work on these global analyses and/or other kinematic cuts are usually imposed when
of parton distributions, substantial ambiguities still re- fitting to data in these e,nalyses. Applying the result-
main on some aspects of parton distribution determina- ing parton distributio,s to very low Q2 values beyond
tion. In particular, as mentioned in previous sections of the intended Q2 range is doubly dangerous in that: (i)
this report, flavor differentiation among the sea-quarks the QCD evolution "backwards" in Q2 is known to be
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quickly-varying and unstable; and (ii) the parametriza- April ].990, Ed. D. Geesaman et al, World Scien- '
tion of the QCD results used by some groups (but not tific Pub. (1990). I
all) are known to be pathological outside the specified

range. Since the theory of hi_her-twist effects is only be- [2] Proceedings of Workshop on Parton Distribution
ginning to be understood, [17] the only practical way to Functions at Small.z, DESY, May 1990, Ed. J. Bar-
treat lcwQ 2 data at present is to supplement the twist- tel, North Holland Pub. (to be published)
2 QCD formalism with some phenomenological higher- [3] D. Duke and J. Owens, Phys. Rev. D30 49 (1984)',
twist formula. [18] E. Eichten et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 56 579 (1984).

o Consistency between Parton Distributions and Hard [4] H. Abramowicz, et al., Phys. Rev. Left., 57, 298
Matriz Elements: As emph_mized in Sec. 2, these two (1986); D. Bogert, et al., Phys. Rev. Left., 55,
elements of the QCD parton model must match in tenor- 1969 (1985); J.V. Allaby, et al., Z. Phys. C36, 611
malization scheme and choice of factorization scale to (1987). M. Shaevitz, in Neutrino '90, CERN (to be
yield meaningful results. The common practice of com- published).

bining ali available parton distributions, regardless of [5] M. Aivazis, F. Olness, and W.K. Tung, Phys. Rev.
their origin, with the same hard matrix element to com- Lett. 65, 2339 (1990)
pare results is patently inconsistent!

o Obsolete Parton Distributions: The classical pre-1985 [6] Wu-Ki Tung, "Overview of Parton Distributions
and the QCD Framework" in l_f. 1.

parton distributions were based on the simple LO QCD
formalism; hence, these are unsuitable to be used with [7] A natural definition of the gluon distribution in the
NLO applications. More importantly, they are based DiS-scheme can be found in M. Diemoz et al, Z.
on obsolete neutrino and muon deep inelastic scattering Phys. C39, 21 (1988). Cf. also Appendix I of Morfin
data which have substantially changed in recent years and Tung, ref.8.
(especially the 1983 CDHS data which played the key

role). [19] Unfortunately, the routine use of these distri- [8] J.G. Morfin and Wu-Ki Tung, preprint Fermilab-Pub-90/24, (to appear in Z. Phys. C.).
buttons has acquired a life of its own, independent of
the validity of the procedure. [9] A.D. Martin, R.G. Roberts and W.J. Stirling, Phys.

Rev. D37 1161 (1988); Mod. Phys. Left. A4 1.135
o Estimate of "Theoretical Uncertainties": Our working (1989).
group confronted (with limited success) the important
question about how to assess meaningful uncerta;.nties [10] Wu-Ki Tung et al., Proceedings of the 1988 Summer
to the parton distribution functions - the issue is an Study on High Energy Physics in the 1990's, Ed.,
extremely complex one. It is perfectly clear, however, S. Jenson, World Scientific, 19_0

that the prevalent practice of quoting "theoretical er- [11] P, Aurenche, et al, Phys. Rev. D39 3275 (1989).
rots" based on the differences in results found by us-
ing a variety of existing parton distributions is totally [12] E. Berger and J.W. Qiu Phys. Left. 248B 471
meaningless. Many of the ,_.xisting sets were based on (1990); J. Owens and J.W. Qiu, these Proceedings.

the same out-of-date data, and many of them are de- [13] P.N. Harriman et al., Phys. Rev. D42,798 (1990).
fined at different orders and in different schemes; hence, A.D. Martin, and R. Roberts in Ref. 1.
these should not be used for comparisons even if they
are correct. [14] E.L. Berger, et al, Phys. Rev. D40 83 1989; Erra-

In order to make steady progress in the study of turn, ibid., D40 3789 (1989).

high energy processes, it is important to highten the [15] F. Halzen and S. Keller, preprint MAD/PIt/569
awareness of the community about the subtleties and (1990); and F. Halzen in l:tef. 1.
pitfalls of the QCD-patton formalism. The Working
Group also suggests that obsolete parton distribution [16] F. Olness and Wu-Ki Tung, in From Colliders
sets which no longer agree with current data should be to Super Colliders, cd. V. Barger and F. Halzen,
withdrawn in order to avoid unnecessary confusion; and World Scientific (1987).

that, in the future, version numbers be assigned to par- [17] J.W. Qiu and G. Sterman, in Ref. 1; and Stony
ton distribution sets which are to be updated periodi- Brook Preprints ITP-SB-90-49 and ITP-SB-90-50.
cally.

[18] A. Milsztajn, in Ref. 1.

rteferences [19] For comparison of e.xisting distributions with data,
see l_ef.5, and T. Sjostrand, LHC Workshop,

[1] Proceedings of Workshop on Hadron Structure Aachen, October, 1990.
Functions and Parton Distributions, Fermilab,
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